Needle detection in curvilinear ultrasound images based on the reflection pattern of circular ultrasound waves.
Ultrasound imaging provides a low-cost, real-time modality to guide needle insertion procedures, but localizing the needle using conventional ultrasound images is often challenging. Estimating the needle trajectory can increase the success rate of ultrasound-guided needle interventions and improve patient comfort. In this study, a novel method is introduced to localize the needle trajectory in curvilinear ultrasound images based on the needle reflection pattern of circular ultrasound waves. A circular ultrasound wave was synthesized by sequentially firing the elements of a curvilinear transducer and recording the radio-frequency signals received by each element. Two features, namely, the large amplitude and repetitive reflection pattern, were used to identify the needle echoes in the received signals. The trajectory of the needle was estimated by fitting the arrival times of needle echoes to an equation that describes needle reflection of circular waves. The method was employed to estimate the trajectories of needles inserted in agar phantom, beef muscle, and porcine tissue specimens. The maximum error rates of estimating the needle trajectories were on the order of 1 mm and 3° for the radial and azimuth coordinates, respectively. These results suggest that the proposed method can improve the robustness and accuracy of needle segmentation methods by adding signature-based detection of the needle trajectory in curvilinear ultrasound images. The method can be implemented on conventional ultrasound imaging systems.